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                                Abstract

    When an electron beam modulated by a microwave signal passes through

p}asma in which the plasma frequency is close to the frequency of this signal,

then the electrons agitated thermally in the plasma oscillate with this frequency,

and consequently the electron space-charge wave grows in the plasma. When

this wave and the slow- and fast space-charge waves in the electron beam are

interacted mutually, it may be expected that the microwave signal in the

electron beam is ampiified.

    The authors analyzed this problem theoretically. First, the propagation

constants and the characteristic impedance of the electron space-charge wave

in the plasma were analyzed. Next it was confirmed that the space-charge

wave in the electron beam can be amplified by mutual coupling with the
electron space-charge wave in the plasma. Finaliy the amplification action by

three modes coupling between the electron space-charge wave in the plasma

and the slow- and fast electron space-charge waves in the electron beam was

confirmed. As a result of a numerical example, the gain of this amplifier is

considerably high (approximately 38dB/cm), although its frequency band-width

is very narrow (less than 60 kcls). ' '
                                   '

                            I. Introduction

    If the plasma and electron beam are modulated by a microwave signal at
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the input and the electron beam passes through the plasma as shown in Fig. 1,

then the microwave signal in the electron beam is excited and amplified as a

result of the interaction between the plasma and the electron beam. This fact

has been analyzed by Bohrn and Grossi), and others, and has been confirmed

experimenta11y by Gould and'others2), ･

･' The authors analyzed this problem by means of mode coupling of the
electron space-charge wave in the plasma and the space-charge waves in the

electron beam. From the results of this analysis, the physical meaning of the

amplification became still more clear, and some interesting conclusions were

  'newlydbtained., .'
tt tt t t/-' ILTheCharacteroftheElectronSpace.Charge
                WaveinthePlasma .

    It is assumed that the ions are at rest and the electrons are agitated
thermally in the plasma. When this plasma is excited by' the microwave signal

of Qlmode at one end, the components of the a-c electron charge density and

ghned ap-rCopeelregCatrtOeninVetlhOeCitpYlaglllltah. the same frequency as this signal are originated

    Now .f8 (v,) and f(w,) respectively being･the d-c and a-c distribution func-

tion of the electron charge density in which the velocity interval is w,-(vo+

cClvt:lgPe9rdeUnnsity,Plpa,iiE.lsa CrOSS SeCtiOn, then the'9c component of the electron
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        Po==imeS:co.fB(RYe){iivo , .' (1)

                                  ttanditsa-ccomponent,ois ' ･
                                tt        P-: -eS::f(vo) du, (2)
the a-c component of the ctirrent density, i, is'shown as follows

        i=-eS:gg(z,,f(v,)+w]Z(T,,)]du, (3)
                                                       '
                     'theequatlyo.(DnpoHflll.Le=courrentcontmultylsshownasfollows . (4)

        wwi = HT

                                                         '
         02

From Eqs. (2), (3) and (4), the following equation can be obtained:

        -eS::[juf(v,)-r(z],f(v,)+wfL<w,)l]clv,--o '

      .'. (ju-1"v,)f(w,)-l"v.1(S(z,) (5)
    Next from the Poisson's equation, the following equation can be introduced:

                                                             (6)

and from the equation of motion, the following equation can be introduced:

                       e        juw-1"?y,v==--E. ' (7)                      m･
By eliminating z, from Eqs. (5) and (7), then

                                                    '                                                  '        f(wo) -= (7･i."f.L(7ig),), (-'jg, l.)Ex (s)

From Eqs. (2), (6) and (8), the next equation can be obtained:

        E. == h (i,e) Sloo.f(wo) dvo = -L･(F,e) (-'fi) EgTSI.co. (f･i Z-")i{ O,)

       :.i=!:;i,(-e)Sl:(,`f.,h,(W-e).`ft.':).,･ . . (g)

If the condition, l"v,!to<i[1 is true, the' lntegrand of Eq. (9) can be expanded

in infinite series. Usually rvo/ca is much smalier than one, so that this
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condition is substantiated virtually. Then

        Sl: (:in(Vf)Tdu.l), tr- - .1, Sl: (:.(VJo.>lv..i ), .

            -:: - ,1,, Sl:(1-v' 2r.,Wo v 31,,N'2,VZ nv' 4I.",3,T'g -...)fs(,,,) clv,

All terms of odd power in this series become zero after the integration, so that

        Sl:(:'.(:O>1(!li)2 = - .12 S:co..(1- 3T.2,V:'-･･･)A(x,,) (lv,

Therefore, by considering the condition il"v,/to[ <1, Eq. (9) becomes as follows

        1= toto2f (IH 3rto2,TJ, )

where -epo/me=to2., and IEJE' is the mean square thermal velocity.

Finally from this equation, T can be obtained as follows

        r-±-g.i-;/1-.cai-±7'p ,･ ao)
where To == V3v2

    It can be concluded from Eq. (10) that the electron space-charge wave can

'propergate in the plasma in the case of to>ca. because ] is imaginary quantity,

but it can not propergate in the case of to<a}. because'T is real quantity.

This conclusion shows that the plasma acts as a kind of high pass filter whose

cut-off angular frequency is to..

    The phase velocity x7, of this wave is shown as follows

                                                           '                          '        Vi=1//iMi,O-1 .. (11)

so that varying to. by varying the electron charge density, the phase velocity

can be controled freely and synchronized with that of the space-charge wave

in the electron beam.

    Now the kinetic voltage U= -(m/e)z,,v can be .obtained from Eqs. (6) and

(7) as follows

        U= - "et vov ==(- 77i)wo j･i:tM?y, "E;x= j'to.-V-O,rv, 'MI--Pe

               -x,o Pi j'vo .          =(7'to-l-Wo) y'to == (7'to-I"v,)tos'Z - (12)
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Moreover by using Eq. (5),

        U= - Y vow == H M.WO (J'toHr:ve),f) (VO)

          .,, -Two (J'(v:ii-lll-'x,o) 1[¥li (13)

As the signs of K) and to, are the opposite of each other, sof(T,o)Lf6(z,o)<O･

Now if it can be assumed that the variation of f(x,,) is simi}ar to that of

.f5(x7o) in respect of z,o (i.e. f(z,,)fJ(5(zJ,) is censtant with respect to w,), then it

can be shown from Eqs. (1) and (2) thatf(w,)IJCb(v,)=-p!p,. Using thiscela-

tionship, Eq. (13) becomes as follows

U- -
w,(j'ce-1-'v,)Ele '1'wo(]'a)-I"vo)

From Eqs. (12)

    epolme (o}(DE
and (14), the following equation

i

ban be obtained:

        u.. Vo i
             Q)pCt)E

And the characteristic impedance Zh is

        zh.. Il:I ,= wo

             z toptue
Therefore it can be seen from this equation that countless numbers

corresponding to countless numbers of w,. It is convenient, for

complexity, to define one effective value w,, instead of

Then only one effective lmpedance Zo can be defined

follows

              ZJoe        z          -         o-             toptoe

(14)

(15)

(16)

           of Z6 exist

         avoiding the

 considering all of vo.

correspondlng to ve, as

<17)

         III. The Mutual Interaction between the Electron

              Space.Charge Wave in the Plasma and the
              Slow Space.Charge Wave in the Electron Beam

    When the electron beam modulated by a microwave signal passes through

the plasma, two electron space-charge w, aves (one is the forward wave and the

other the backward wave) grow in the plasma, and two electron space-charge

waves (one is the slow wave and the other the fast wave) grow in the electron

beam. Now in this section it is, for simplicity, assumed that the coupling

exists between only two waves, i.e. the forward wave in the plasma and the
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slow wave in the electron beam. Then the coupling equations for these two

waves can be written as follows

         dn1
             = -1'P,ai+ C,2a2
         de
                                                                (18)
         dn2
             == qla2Wrs2a2
         de
where all ' quantity for the forward wave are shown by subscript 1, and those

for the slow wave by subscript 2. In Eq..(18), .a, and a, are respectively.

normalized amplitudes of kinetig power, and C,, and C2, are respectively coupl-

ing coethcients. As the signs of the kinetic powers ai and a, are the opposite

of each other, so

        q, - Cf2

Now putting a,==A,exp(-I'2) and a,=A,exp(-Tz), then Eq. (18) can be re-

written as follows

        (T-j'P,) A,e-i'"+C,,A,e-i'Z=O l
                                                               (18')
        C,",A,em'x+(r-]"p,) A,e"rz=o J

If Eq. (18') possesses non-trivial solutions, the next determinantal equation must

be satisfied:

          r-7'P, C,, =O
           Ci; T-j'P,
          'This equation can be rewritten as follows

                                t tt        (r-j`P,) (r-1'P,)-iC,,l2 ::- O

      ･'･ r-=}[Y'(Pi+P,)±1'V(P,-P,)2-41C,,12] (lg)

Pi rP2, so that

        T-7'P±IC,,1 (19,)where

        P, == P, =- B

From Eq. (19') it is seen that the power gain is iC,2I neperlm. Ci2 can be

obtained by the following techniques:

         :il} (a,a,*),.. a, `duld'" '+'af Cdelai == a,Cl2ai"+ai"C,,a,-24Paiai"
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The real part of this equation is '
     ' R,[ 2k (aiai*)]=aiCSa,*+ai"Ci2a, (2o)

Two terms of the right-hand side of Eq. (20) are the conjugate complex number.

The left-hand term of Eq. (20) shows the electric power, so that it can be

shown by the currents and the electric fields as follows

                                             '        R.[ iZ (aiai")]--t(i,"E,+i,E,*) (20

Two terms of the right-hand side of Eq. <21) are also the conjugate comp!ex

number, so that from Eqs. (20) and (21) the following equation can be obtained:

                    1
        aiCi2a2=--2i-i,"E, .' (22)
                               tt
As ai and a2 are normalized, the following relation comes into existence:

        a,*a,..V20i202ii"i2 E,.,.ji2

                   2 toe
From this equation and Eq. (22),

        Tll- VZo'Ze2 ii"i2Ci2 == 't 1'tui"ei2

so that

                      1'        q2 == -J' 2VzT,,2I .T - (23)

 ' z-ol=?11oe 2o2=Vb
              wptos . tobtoe
'and wb and tub are respectively the d-c velocity of the electron beam and its

plasma angular frequency. Eq. (23) can be rewritten as 'follows

.' q2±=ffSJ/:,".tuw,' ' ... (24)
The value of wo, is small because it is the effective mean value of the electron

thermal velocity in the plasma, so that it can be expected that iCi2] and con-

sequently the power gain can lead to large values.

    There is a common point for the amplification action of some microwave

amplifiers, i.e. the traveling wave tube, the double stream amplifier, the amplifier
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using the plasma which is considered in this paper and so on, In other words,

the mutual interaction between the space-charge waves in the electron beam

and some waves (for example, the circuit wave traveling on the helix for the

traveling wave tube, the space-charge waves in the othet electron beam for the

double stream amplifier, and the electron space-charge wave in the plasma for

this amplifier using the plasma) has been utilized for all these amplifier.

    In the case of the traveling wave tube, the phase velocity of the circuit

wave propergating on the helix and the impedance parameter of the helix are

almost constant over a wide range of frequency, although they decrease
slightly as the frequency increases. Consequently, the dimensions must be

varied if it is required to vary the frequency range.

   ' In the case of the double stream amplifier, the phase velocities of thel

space-charge waves in the other electron beam which correspond to the circuit

wave on the helix are to1(P,±Pb)=vbl(1±ca,!ca), so that the velocity vb or the
plasma angular frequency tub of the electron beam must be varied if it is

required to vary the phase velocities of these waves or the frequency range of

this amplifier. The characteristic impedance of this wave is wbltubtoE, so that

it decreases as the frequency increases. .
    Now in the case of the amplifier using the plasma, the phase velocity of

the electron space-charge wave in the plasma can be varied by varying to., as

shown in Eq. (11). But the wave can propergatc on!y in the case of to>to.
and it can not in the case of tu<to.. The group velocity of the'  wave proper-
gating in the plasma can be obtained from Eq. (10) as follows

         7yg =- Ztup-ZOii,,todi:/)-ii (2s)

                       top
                                           ,･1
From this equation it cqn be seen that w,=:=O in the case of to=tu., i.e. the

cut-off frequency. The formula of the characteristic impedance of the electron

space-charge wave in the plasma is simi!ar to that in the electron beam, but

the value of the former is much smaller than that of the latter because of the

small value of v,,. Finally it can be seen by considering Eq. (11) that the

band-width of this amplifier is very narrow. The reason for this is as follows.

The amplification action for this amplifier occurs when the phase velocity of

the electron space-charge wave in the plasma is nearly synchronous with the

slow space-charge wave in the electron beam. Now this synchronization occurs

when tucr to. i.e. the frequency near the cut-off frequency, because the numerator

Ve in Eq. (11) is much smaller than the phase velocity of the slow wave in
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the electron beam so that the denominator in Eq. (11) must become nearly

zero for this synchronization and so tu must be nearly equal to to.. In con-

clusion this amplifier using the plasrna possesses the properties of high gain

and a very narrow band-width of frequency.

      IV. The Mutual Interaction between the Electron Space.

           Charge Wave in the Plasma and the Slow. and Fast
           Space.Charge Waves in the Electron Beam

 e In the previous section the effect of the fast electron space-charge wave

in the electron beam was neglected. In this section we will consider a more

rigorous analysis not neglecting this wave. The coupling equations in this

case can be written as follows '
         dn1
         de- = -1'B,a,+ C,2a2+ Ci3a3

         da2

             =qiaiW'P,a, (26)         de

         dn3
             = q,a,-]'P,a,
         de

where all quantity for the forward wave in the plasma are shown by subscript

1, those for the slow wave in the electron beam by subscript 2, and those for.-

the fast wave in the electron beam by subscript 3. In Eq. (26) ai, a2 and a3

are respectively normalized amplitudes of kinetic power, and Ci2, qa, qi and

C3i are coupling coeflicients respectively. There is no interaction between the

slow- and fast waves in the electron beam, hence q,=q,===O. The signs of

the kinetic powers ar and a, are the opposite of each other, and those of ai

and a, are the same as each other, hence qi=Ci"2 and qi==-Ci"3.

    The values of the coupling coefllcients can be obtained by the following,

techniques. In other words C,2 can be obtained from the ana}ysis of the mutual

interaction between the forward wave and the slow wave, and CL3 from the

analysis of the mutual interaction between the forward wave and the fast wave.

Accordingly Cr2 is the same value as that obtained in the previous section, i.e.

        Ci2 = -riS",/ l,lli,'C?t:l',

C,3 can be obtained as foilows

                           tt        -de-d (a,ar)-a,(X:a,"+afCi,3a3-27'Paiai"
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The real part of this equation is .

        Re[2il(aiaf)]==aiCrea3"+a,*q,a, '.. '(27)

lt?9 agftiohla/gSl}sterm of Eq (27) can be rewritten in the same manner.,with Eq

        R.[2i: (aiai")]--' -ll'(i,"E,+i,E,") / ' (2s)

Two terms of the right-hand side in Eq. (27) and Eq. (28) are the conjugate

complex number, hence .                            '                                                                   '

        ai"C,3a3=ti,"E, ''' i
As ai and a3 are normalized, the next relation comes into .existence:

        aia,=VZOiZ02ii*i3 E,=1'i3

                  2 (vE
From those two equations

        V2,,Z-,2 i,"i,C,, - j`ii"i3

              2 4toe-

                                                '             .1        q3"=J2Vzm,z,,., . (29)
                                                      '                                                    '
                           '                         tt ' 2o'=.Y.X',' 2"o'2=:.Y;, .'

                                           '
                                                          'Eq.(29)canberewrittenasfollows ''
                                     '                                      '                                                           tt                                                         '        C'3=-ll-V/:lge,`?tiv', ' (30)

(-'Ti,OW,h.g"k'i,'eg(,",')=,.ArfebX,P ta.Cl,l'.."/T, 7.ftb2e.x,p(-r2) and a3=-A3exp

                                                       '        (Il-jB,) A,+ C,,A,+ C,,A, == O

        Ci,A,+(T-rs,)A,-O ･ (31)
        -C5,A,+(r-7'P.,)A,-O ,'
If Eq. (31) possesses non-trivial so}utions, the next determinantal equation must
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be satisfied:

        l7-jP, q, q,
           Ci, r-j'P, O -=O (32)
          -crc o r-J'p,
This equation can be rewritten by putting C,,=-Ci3=k as follows

        I-3.jT2(P,+P,+P,)-I'(P,P,+PiPs+P2P3)

            +rs,P,P,+]']kl2(P,-P,)=-O                                                          (33)

                                                          tt

        T=7'Pe(1+X) Pi=Pe(1+ai) P2=Pe(1+62)
                                                           tt        B3=Pe(1-62) B,=wlwb:phasevelocityofelectronbeam

thenEq.(33)canberewrittenasfollows, '

        x3-6,Jc2-6:x+6,6;+AFO . (34)
                                               '
                        'where

        " = '2tu."2tuvb.6;!(:}'2/)-

Now putting ,.                                                 i
        (o=co.+Aco ' e=v/tlil.ftiC-Iti.<i

        p=V2wb>1 ･1>g=`L'b･>o･
             ZJoe ' (Dv
then ･.                              '
        6i = .V,b, I/[:l7ab-i pm1cr'Pein1

       6, == tub =q(1-e2)

            to
            pq2(lm62)3
       Acr 2-V71Z

          '
       6iO; + A or 2Xi= (1 -2e2) (p (1 + 2VL27 e-62)- 2VL27] - B

                                          '
Eq. <34) can be rewritten by using those relationships as follows

                                                         '

413
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       y=x---               3

       a=pm6;-632r--q2(i-2e2)--ii-,(i-pg)2 ..

                                      tt              21 2'''       b= 7- 27 6?T-gr 6iSg+B===.- 27 (pg-1)a--} (pg-1) q2(1-2e2)

           +2vi-iq2(i-2e2)(p･(i+2V-!i6-e2)-2viii]

                                     '                                       'jIf R=(b!2)2+(a13)3>O, then two of the three roots 6f Eq. (g4) are complex

numbers (the remaining one is real), so that the exponential growing wave

.shouldexist.NowcalculatingthevalueofR,then .
                                                '        2g7R, -2e6+6s(-sp+2v3-'2p`)+e`(-i+sp2-2v92p3

            +2(1-3q2)+2(1-q2)]+e3(4p:2ij1-l2-p`-zlp(1-q2)

            -- 41b (1-3q2)+2v9-2 p2---15 q2 2v3-2 p2) +e2(-2(1-g2)

                                                  '                3 3･            + 2v-lip3+2(1-3q2) (1-q2)-2v2 P

            + 2e5-2 pq2- 3l627 p2q2] +6(4p (i-q2)-2v3-2 p2

            + 2v9-2 p2q2] +(---(1-q2)2+2vP2 --9q22vP-2 + ?67 pq2× g]

            =t 2e6+ 2k p`gs-2v9-2 p3g`-- fv`tP + 2v3-2 p362--2ii-2 p2e

                                               tt            + 2vP--2-+ ZS p2q2cr-2vi-2 p(pe)3+2rv3i2b (pe2:i 2Y7 (pg)

            +2vPL2+3227P2g2==2f-2(i-pe)3+ZZp2q2 (36)

where the next conditions haVe been used for approximation:

       peor1 O<6<1 q=O.1
                           '                     'From Eq. (36) the condition of R>O l's

                         '        -(1 -pe3< 271V6Zpq2 ' (37)

From Eq. (37) the frequency band-width of this amplifier 62=ato1ca.crAto1to is
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        ,. d.tu<,i, (,.gVfg2)2 (3s)

Next it is neccessary to calculate the value of b for the sake of obtaining

numerically the roots yi(i=1, 2, 3)

        b- 227 (1-pe)3-gq2(1-2e2) (1-p6)+2vq-22 (1-2S2)p(1-e)2

         - 64(f922 )+ e3(- 227 p3- gpq2) + g2 (g p2+g q2-ve pg2

         -2vi-2pq2)+s(-gp+gpg2)+(i'-gq2+2vi-2pq2) 1

         or vt?pe`- 227 (pe)3+ 267 (p6)2- 267 (pe+ 227 +2vi--2,pq2

         ;227(i-pe)3+2vi-2pq2''' . ･' (3g?

In the last equation of Eq. (39), the term (1/V-2-)pq2e` was ig'n'ored because of

the very small value. ' '
    Now the three roots of Eq. (35) yi, y2 and y3 are

       y,-C+D

       y, === to,C+ tu,D (40)
        y, = to,D+ to,C

where

        c-(-g+v7i);-(- 2i7 (i-pe)3-4vi-2 pg2

         +g/'t(2vP-2 (1-Pe)3+ gg P2g2]1; (41)

        D -= (g+m);-(217 (1-p.fi)3+4vl-2 pg2

          'gi/g(2vP-, (i-Pe)3+ Zg P2g2]]} (42)

        to,-(1+7'V3)/2 ･ (43)
                                        '        w2==(-ltr;i'Vg)12 . (44)
and ari, x2 and x3 are ･
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             6,
               + Yi        Xl ==             3

    '''x2==2'+y,' . '(4s)
             6,

        X373+Y3, .....
    Introducing the foliowing numerical example for the calculation of the

frequency band-width and the exponential gain of this amplifier,

    the electron beam currents = 10 mA

    the radius Qf this beain==1mm

    the current density of this beam, J== O.32 A/cm2

    the accelerating voltage of this beam, V= 1000 V

    tob == 185 × 10'OVtl/ Ve =: 1.86 × 109 rad/sec

    the plasma frequency of the main discharge (cr the inbut frequency)

    to.=2of.=2.52×10iOrad!sec . .    q==: tub!to.=O.0738 '
    the beam velocity wb = V2e"V7m=5193× 10' m!s

    wo, = 105 m/s

    2t, == ･V 2 z,b/z,o. == 8.39 × 102

In the above case, from Eq. (38) the frequency band-width is

            Atu
        O< . <1.48×10:5

                                             '
                           '
        O<ato<3.73×105
        O < Af< 60 kc!s

The maximum gain occurs when 6=O. in this case, the･ values of C, D and

the imaginary part of x are respectively O, 1.19 and 1.03 so that the va}ue of

maximtim gainGis -                                                     '                                                   '
      . G=B.4,(x)==:4,25×102×1.03-438Nep/m , .
                    -38 dB!cm ･ ･･
    Ag'may be seen from this numerical examp}e, ihis a'mPlifer has the very

high gain (about 37.8dB!cm), while being very narrow with respect to the

frequency band-width (smailer than 60 kc!s).
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    The numerical value of the gain when the two rnodes are considered is

121dBlcm, so the above value of the gain is slightly smaller than one third

of that obtained in the two modes. This fact shows that the fast wave in the

electron beam acts as an impeding force against the exponential grow of the

signal wave.

                            V. Conclusion

    In this paper the amplification action in the presence of the electron beam

modulated by a microwave signal passing through the plasma was analyzed.

The processes of this analysis are as follows. First the propagation constant

and the characteristic impedance of the e!ectron space-charge wave in the

plasma excited by a microwave signal was obtained. Next it was analyzed
that the amplification action occurs by the mutual interaction of two modes (the

electron space-charge wave in the plasma and the slow space-charge wave in

the electron beam). At the same time the coupling coethcients between those

two waves were obtained. Finally the amplification phenomena as a result of

the interaction of three modes (the electron space-charge wave in the plasma

and the slow- and fast wave in the electron beam) was analyzed. At the same

time a numerical example was shown. The physical meaning of this amplifi-

cation phenomena may be interpreted reasonably by the two mode theory, but

the three mode theory must be used for the sake of obtaining accurate values

of the gain and the frequency band-width. According to this theory, though

the angular frequency to of the microwave signal is very close to the plasma

angular frequency to., tu must be larger than tu.. With respect to this point,

this paper greatly differ from the paper written by Bohm and Gross'), and

others in which the amplification action occurs when tu<w. in spite of the

fact that to is very close to to..
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